
made from MINERAL CAST

Aesthetic enjoyment 

Bathtubs made from quality baedermax mineral cast are a pleasure to the senses. The look and 
feel of this valuable material resembles high-quality materials such as ebony or marble, but its 
properties outperform them by far. In any type of finish, its attractive white sheen adds a touch 

of sophistication to any setting and always remains intact as the surface is so easy to clean. 

Because they are made from a single cast, freestanding tubs made of baedermax mineral cast 
are an eye-catcher with particularly harmonious forms. The smooth, heat-retaining material is 

also soft to the touch, adding a further factor to an all-round pleasant bathing experience.

Perfectly round off your bathroom’s furnishings with the right wash basins from the  
White Collection and transform the most intimate room of your house into a real  

temple of invigoration and well-being.

in keeping with your new bathtub

Harmonious combination

CURONE IRMINIO

CELONE OLONA-MEDIOBREMBO

Freestanding bathtubs made from baedermax mineral cast

The finest form of bathing

www.baedermax.de

Germany & Europe
Contact & mailing address: 

Maxxwell Aktiengesellschaft
Reisstrasse 3

D-78467 Konstanz
Phone: 0800 880 88 61

E-Mail: mail@baedermax.de
Web: www.baedermax.de

Headquater Switzerland
Contact & Showroom:

Maxxwell Aktiengesellschaft 
Bahnstrasse 1

CH-8274 Tägerwilen
Phone: 0041 71 888 48 00

E-Mail: mail@baedermax.ch
Web: www.baedermax.ch

Maxxwell combines Swiss precision with European roots and Italian design.
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with Italian Design

Luxury Bathtubs 

“Pure luxury” is the motto as Italian flair comes to your bathroom! These elegant, shimmering 
bathtubs made from baedermax mineral cast stand for glamour and lifestyle and are now  
conquering the world being also an exclusive, top-class status symbol.  Bathtubs that are  

spreading the Mediterranean lifestyle of Tuscany. A sense of life for all those who live 
their personal style on maximum quality.

The White Collection combines the comforting illusion of a beach vacation with individual 
luxury. The sensationally natural material is created using the latest production technology 

and individually hand-finished for you. This not only gives rise to pure perfection 
in visual appearance and detail but also brings you limitless bathing 

experiences for magical energy-filled moments.

pure luxury

The White Collection

PIEMONT

With an impressive length of 180 cm (71”), the “Piemont” 
bathtub is the perfect size to serve as a luxury bathtub 
for the whole family. Its broad belly invites you to enjoy 
unlimited bathing pleasure, or a romantic bath time 
for two.

Dimensions: Length 180 cm (71”), Width 80 cm (31 ½”), Height 60 cm (24”) 
Weight 165 kg (364 lbs)

LUINO

The “Luino” model gives you two tubs in one: At its 
wider end, the popular “egg shape” provides excellent 
sitting comfort, while the opposite narrow end with its 
well-shaped sloping back is ideal for immersing and 
relaxing.

Dimensions: Length 169 cm (66 ½”), Width 85 cm (33 ½”), Height 54 cm (21 ½”) 
Weight 135 kg (298 lbs)

COMO

The “Como” tub appears to open out in every direction, 
giving a view into a large interior that leaves nothing to be 
desired. The elegantly shaped side edges invite bathers 
large or small to enjoy limitless bathing pleasure.

Dimensions: Length 188 cm (74”), Width 84 cm (33”), Height 61.5 cm (24 ½”)
Weight 117 kg (258 lbs)

CAMPIONE

The shape of the “Campione” is particularly suitable for all 
those who need more space when bathing. The base of the 
tub makes the “Campione” seem almost to be floating on a 
cloud, even though it is one of the widest tubs in our range. 
But thanks to its thin side edges it proves to be a space-
saving marvel.

Dimensions: Length 179 cm (70 ½”), Width 88 cm (35”), Height 51 cm (12 ½”)
Weight 100 kg (220 lbs)

made of natural stone

Designer Bathtubs

The angular FIRENzE bathtub combines clearly defined edges with filigree corners, making 
it the perfect choice for those who attach importance to a distinctive yet classical design. 

The high edge provides a spacious interior with plenty of room to bathe and relax.

Dimensions: Length 170 cm (67”), Width 72 cm (25 ½”), Height 55 cm (22”), Weight 190 kg (419 lbs)

MINERAL CAST stands for an artificial stone that is made into our exclusive and self-invented 
baedermax mineral cast, a composite material consisting of finely ground stone and resin.  

The stone-rich alternative to both cast-iron and acrylic, is made in a single piece, hand- 
finished and packed with naturally desirable properties:

Warm – due to the quality of baedermax mineral cast it 
has highly insulated properties and is warm to the touch. 

Beautiful – baedermax mineral cast delivers a naturally 
white, glossy or matt finish, with excellent stain  
resistance.

Strong – Preziosa™ is made from natural stone that is 
crushed and mixed with resins. After undergoing super-
heating, it bonds together and creates an incredibly strong 
composite. As well as being naturally white and naturally 
harder than acrylic, Preziosa™ mineral cast is incredibly 
strong and prevents the bath from creaking or flexing.

Renewable – baedermax mineral cast is solid all the  
way through, internal scratches simply polish off

Practical – the material is drillable for customized  
faucet location

Unique – baedermax mineral cast can also be 
custom-ordered in black - as well as being painted  
or personalized after purchase

Durable – baedermax mineral cast bathtubs come  
with a 20-year warranty
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